77.9 million RIDES
251,564 AVERAGE WEEKDAY RIDERSHIP
51.86 million RIDES
26.1 million RIDES
66.5% BUS
33.5% RAIL
% OF TOTAL RIDES

907 SO. MILES
51 URBAN LOCAL
61 EXPRESS
10 SUBURBAN LOCAL

125 ROUTES
2 LIGHT RAIL
1 COMMUTER RAIL

AVERAGE WEEKDAY RIDERSHIP
RIDESHARE ACCOUNTS
AVERAGE VANPOOL USERS
GUARANTEED RIDE HOME REGISTRANTS
AVERAGE MONTHLY CARPOOL PARTICIPANTS
TOTAL VANPOOL MILES

BUS
539 40-FOOT DIESEL BUSES
114 HYBRID-ELECTRIC BUSES
179 60-FOOT ARTICULATED BUSES
64 COACH BUSES
8 ELECTRIC BUSES

METRO BLUE LINE AND GREEN LINE

27 BOMBARDIER LIGHT RAIL VEHICLES
64 SIEMENS LIGHT RAIL VEHICLES

NORTHSTAR COMMUTER RAIL

6 COMMUTER RAIL LOCOMOTIVES
18 COMMUTER RAIL CARS
2,739 AVG. WEEKDAY BOARDINGS

RIDESHARE

23,974 RIDESHARE ACCOUNTS
369 AVERAGE VANPOOL USERS
14,581 GUARANTEED RIDE HOME REGISTRANTS
1,109 AVERAGE MONTHLY CARPOOL PARTICIPANTS
1.4 million TOTAL VANPOOL MILES

163,217 AVG. WEEKDAY BOARDINGS
2,343,644 TOTAL VEHICLE HOURS OF SERVICE
7,142 AVG. VEHICLE MILES BETWEEN SERVICE CALL

1,109 AVERAGE MONTHLY CARPOOL PARTICIPANTS
89% BLUE LINE ON-TIME PERFORMANCE
81% GREEN LINE ON-TIME PERFORMANCE

2,943 PARK & RIDE SPACES
2,569 BLUE AND GREEN LINE PARK & RIDE SPACES
26,973 AVG. VEHICLE MILES BETWEEN SERVICE CALL

BUS ON-TIME PERFORMANCE
BLUE LINE
GREEN LINE
AVG. WEEKDAY BOARDINGS

2,943 PARK & RIDE SPACES
2,569 BLUE AND GREEN LINE PARK & RIDE SPACES
26,973 AVG. VEHICLE MILES BETWEEN SERVICE CALL

URBAN LOCAL
EXPRESS
COMMUTER RAIL

82% BUS ON-TIME PERFORMANCE
89% BLUE LINE ON-TIME PERFORMANCE
81% GREEN LINE ON-TIME PERFORMANCE

61 PARK & RIDE LOTS/ RAMPS (BUS ONLY)
15,060 PARK & RIDE SPACES (BUS ONLY)
300+ MILES OF BUS ONLY SHOULDER

5 SHARED STATIONS
114 BLUE LINE STATIONS
18 GREEN LINE STATIONS

82% BUS ON-TIME PERFORMANCE
2,343,644 TOTAL VEHICLE HOURS OF SERVICE
7,142 AVG. VEHICLE MILES BETWEEN SERVICE CALL
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